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Abstract. When we design and implement software systems there are
many different approaches we can take. We may choose a formal ap-
proach, where we formally specify the system and prove properties about
its intended behaviour before refining to an implementation. Conversely,
we may take a totally informal approach where we plan our system by jot-
ting ideas down on paper, discussing ideas with users, drawing sketches
etc. Formal methods are naturally suited to modelling underlying sys-
tem behaviour while user-centred approaches to user interface design fit
comfortably with more informal approaches. In order to develop sys-
tems which benefit from both of these approaches and recognise their
respective uses for different parts of the design process we need to find
ways of integrating user-centred design methods with formal methods.
My research addresses this problem, and in particular looks at ways of
including informal designs within a formal process and examining these
in relation to standard notions of refinement.

1 Introduction

Designing and building software systems, particularly large and complex sys-
tems, often requires us to work in a modular fashion. Different parts of the sys-
tem will be worked on at different times, perhaps by different groups of software
engineers, designers and programmers.

Separation of the design and implementation of the user interface (UI) of
a system from what we will refer to as the underlying system behaviour is a
common and pragmatic approach for many applications. This separation allows
us to not only focus on the different concerns which different parts of the system
development present, but more importantly, allows for different development
methods and design techniques.

When we develop the underlying system functionality for an application we
are often concerned with issues such as correctness, reliability, robustness and
efficiency etc. which lend themselves to the techniques we call “formal”. Such
formal techniques include specifying requirements, validating and verifying spec-
ifications and refinement methods. When we develop UIs, however, our concerns



are often more human-focussed (this is particularly true if we follow a user-
centred design (UCD) approach). The design techniques we adopt reflect this
and rely on more informal strategies such as prototyping, scenarios, storyboards,
iteration based on user-feedback, usability testing etc.

Whilst we can see the benefits of this separation of concerns and design
methods in terms of being able to adopt the most suitable development approach
to different parts of the task, there are clearly some problems associated with it.
If our aim is to use a formal process to develop provably correct software (which
it is), then we must ensure that all parts of the system have been designed in a
way which satisfies this. That is, when we bring together the different parts of
the system in our final implementation we want to be sure that it is still correct
and behaves as expected.

This gap between the formal and informal has been identified and discussed
many times, notably in 1990 by Thimbleby [12]. Several different approaches
have been taken over recent years by different groups of researchers to try and
bridge this gap. A small sample of such work includes [7],[13] and[8]. Much of this
work is demonstrably a step forward in bringing together formal methods and UI
design, however, for the most part, the methods and techniques which have been
developed have failed to become mainstream. Partly this is due to the reluctance
of any group to change their working practices and adopt newly derived methods.
In addition, persuading users of formal methods to adopt less formal methods
has proved as unsuccessful as encouraging UI designers to abandon their human-
centred approach in favour of more formal approaches.

The approach we are taking with our research is to consider the existing,
diverse, methods being used to develop software and find ways of formally link-
ing them together. In particular, because our interests lie in both using formal
methods and rigorous development techniques to develop our software, and UCD
approaches to UI design, our intention is to find ways of interpreting the sorts of
informal design artefacts produced in a UCD process within a formal framework.

2 User-Centred Design Artefacts

The purpose of user-centred design (UCD) is to ensure that the software we
build, and in particular the interface to that software, meets the expectations of
the actual users of the software. UCD design techniques therefore aim to involve
the end-users at an early stage of the development to find out about not only
the tasks they need to perform with the software but also information about the
users themselves.

Techniques used by UCD practitioners may include ethnographic studies,
task analysis, scenarios and personas to enhance the task analysis process, pro-
totyping and usability testing. All of these methods involve collaboration with
users and are mostly iterative in nature.

The sorts of artefacts that are generated during such processes reflect the
collaborative nature of the UCD approach and will include things like white-
board design sessions with post-it notes used to represent interface elements,
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textual narrative descriptions of things like domain information and scenarios,
task analysis models and paper-based prototypes.

One of the problems we face when trying to capture UCD processes within a
formal software engineering context is that the artefacts produced are intention-
ally informal. They aim to encourage users to feel able to participate and change
the design, and lo-fidelity artefacts, such as paper prototypes for example, have
been shown to be very successful for this purpose.

3 Presentation Model

We have developed a model, which we call the presentation model, as a way of
formally capturing the meaning of informal design artefacts. It is a deliberately
simple model because the informal artefacts it describes are themselves simple.
When we talk about the meaning of a design artefact we are talking about
what the UI described by the informal artefact is supposed to do, i.e. if it were
transformed into an implementation what its behaviour would be.

A design artefact, such as a paper prototype, has two parts. It consists of a
sketch which suggests how the final UI may look, but it also has what we call a
narrative. That is, when a designer shows the prototype to the user there is a
story which accompanies it explaining how the user can interact with it and what
the effect is of that interaction. This allows a simulated interaction to take place
which enables the user and designer to evaluate the suitability of the proposed
design.

The presentation model is a formal model which describes an informal design
artefact in terms of the widgets of the design and formally describes the narrative
of the design. We state that it is formal because the semantics we have given
for the presentation model [3] are a conservative extension of set theory allowing
us to derive a sound logic for presentation models. The presentation model is
not intended to replace the informal design artefact, rather it acts as a bridge
between the meaning intended by the design and the formal design process being
used for the system functionality.

The presentation model consists of declarations followed by a description of
each element in the design (which we refer to as the widgets) by way of a triple
consisting of an identifier, a category (using the category hierarchy from the
work described in [2]) and a set of behaviours. The complete UI of a system
may consist of a number of different windows and/or dialogues. Each of these is
described by a list of its widgets as a component presentation model which allows
for modular construction of the overall UI by joining together these components.

As an example, consider the design given in Fig. 1 which is a prototype for a
mobile-phone based application to control a home heating system (this example
is derived from one originally given by Calvery et al. in [6] ).

Each of the four different screens in the design is described in its own com-
ponent model and then these are combined to describe the overall interface, as
follows:
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Fig. 1. Design for Mobile Phone Application UI

PModel MPHeat MPMenu MPBed MPLounge MPBath
Widgetname BathSelect LoungeSelect BedSelect QuitOpt IncBathOpt

DecBathOpt IncLoungeOpt DecLoungeOpt IncBedOpt
DecBedOpt AcceptOpt CancelOpt BathTempDisp
BathRangeDisp LoungeTempDisp LoungeRangeDisp
BedTempDisp BedRangeDisp

Category ActCtrl SValSel SValRespdr
Behaviour ShowBath ShowLounge ShowBed QuitApp IncBathTemp

DecBathTemp IncLoungeTemp DecLoungeTemp
IncBedTemp DecBedTemp StoreSettings ShowMenuPage
DispBathTemp DispBathRange DispBedTemp DispBedRange
DispLoungeTemp DispLoungeRange

MPHeat is MPMenu : MPBath : MPLounge : MPBed

MPMenu is (BathSelect,ActCtrl,(ShowBath))
(LoungeSelect, ActCtrl,(ShowLounge))
(BedSelect, ActCtrl,(ShowBed))
(QuitOpt, ActCtrl,(QuitApp))

MPBed is ... the rest is omitted for brevity.

Our first use for the presentation model is to enable us to include the design
of the UI in our formal refinement process. We have previously given a detailed
account of this process [5] and it is not our intention to repeat these details here.
However we will give an outline of the process and direct the interested reader
to [5].

At its simplest level we can describe refinement by the principle of substitu-
tivity. If we have an abstract system, A and we replace it with a more concrete
system, C , and C provides all of the behaviours of A such that any user of A
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cannot tell that the substitution has occurred, then C is a refinement of A. As
part of our refinement process for systems and UIs we need to ensure that all
user operations described in the specification have been described in the UI de-
sign. From the presentation model of the design we can produce a Z description
(using the framework for describing widget categories in Z given in [2]), this
then allows us to use standard data refinement and simulation techniques, such
as those given in [14], to show that a refinement holds between the UI design
and the specification.

We have also derived a notion of equivalence between designs, based again
on the presentation model. The intention here is to be able to take different UI
designs (for the same system) and using the presentation models of these designs
determine if they can be considered in some way equivalent. The functionality
of a design is given by the set of behaviours of the presentation model of that
design. If we wish to compare two different UI designs to determine whether or
not they have the same functionality, we can simply compare the corresponding
behaviour sets of their presentation models. We have also considered other types
of equivalence which exist between designs, namely Component Equivalence and
Isomorphism. Formal definitions of these types of equivalence and their uses can
be found in [5].

A third use of presentation models is in ensuring consistency. Consistency is
an important principle of UI design and is included by Shneiderman [11] as one
of his eight golden rules. An application may consist of many different screens,
menus and dialogues and maintaining consistency throughout the design is not
a trivial task. Using the presentation model we can ensure that controls which
have the same behaviour have the same name. Conversely we can also check that
controls with the same name have the same behaviour.

4 Presentation Interaction Models

In the previous section we introduced the presentation model and gave some
examples of its uses. There are, however, other properties we wish to consider
when looking at proposed designs which also have an effect on issues such as
refinement.

A UI is not static; it generally consists of multiple windows, dialogues etc.
Part of the behaviour of the UI revolves around the changes in this state. That
is, the way in which a user can change the currently visible window and allow
movement to different parts of the UI. In our research we refer to this type
of behaviour as the UI functionality, this enables us to separate it from the
behaviour which relates to underlying system functionality.

When we consider refinement between UI designs and systems we consider
the relationship between functionality provided by the UI and the operations
described in the system specification. It is not enough, however, to be able to
prove that such a correspondence exists, we also need to show that the func-
tionality is reachable within the UI. For this reason we must also consider issues
such as reachability and deadlock within UIs.
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The presentation model does not contain enough information to examine
these types of properties as it provides a static view of the design. The pre-
sentation model describes the total functionality of the proposed UI as given
by the designs but not the dynamic behaviour required to consider reachability
properties. One way of solving this would be to extend the presentation model.
However, rather than doing this and making our deliberately simple model more
complex, we have decided instead to use the existing presentation model in con-
junction with another formalism, finite state machines (FSM).

FSM have been used in UI modelling for both design and evaluation since
the late 1960’s [9]. A common problem with this approach, however, is that of
“state explosion”. Given the complexity of UIs, particularly modern GUIs, the
number of possible states makes such an approach impractical in many cases. In
our research, however, we are already dealing with an abstraction of the UI, i.e.
the presentation model, and are concerned with the dynamic changes between
different parts of the UI rather than with each micro-change of the UI itself. Using
these two formalisms together, therefore, avoids the state explosion problem. We
produce a FSM which is at a high level of abstraction and describe a relation
between states and presentation models to give its lower-level meaning.

Our FSM consists of: a finite set of states, Q ; a finite set of input labels,
∑

;
a transition function, δ, which takes a state and an input label and returns a
state (q → a → q ′); a start state, q0, one of the states in Q ; a relation R which
relates each state in Q to a presentation model. The FSM is then a five tuple
(Q ,

∑
, δ, q0,R).

When the FSM is in a particular state the presentation model associated
with that state is active, i.e. we can consider the application to be in a state
where the part of the UI described in that model is visible to the user and
available for interaction. The input labels in

∑
are themselves the names of

behaviours taken from the behaviour sets of the presentation models. So, we can
only move between states if the functionality to do so exists in our design. We
call the combination of presentation model and FSM in this way a presentation
and interaction model (PIM).

If we consider again the example shown in Fig. 1 we can derive a PIM for
this which we give in Fig. 2. In order to show that a particular behaviour is
reachable, we first need to show that the part of the UI it is in (i.e. the component
presentation model containing this behaviour) is itself reachable in the FSM.
We can do this using standard FSM methods which check for reachability and
deadlock.

5 Current Status and Future Work

The work described in sections 3 and 4 of this paper are a first examination
of refinement concerns for UIs and systems which are developed using separate
processes. This has led to our current research focus which is to examine fur-
ther implications of this style of integration and to put them in the context of
standard, traditional refinement techniques.
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Fig. 2. PIM for MPHeat Presentation Model

In particular we are interested in the nature of the composition of the system
and UI at the pre-implementation level. We need to define this composition in
order to formally define how the system and UI will be integrated when we
produce our final implementation. There are several interesting concerns that
arise from this.

Although we now have a way of formally describing UI design artefacts,
via the presentation model, the formalisms we use to describe the UI and the
underlying system specification are different. We have shown in [4] how we can
give a description of a presentation model in the specification language Z [1].
This does give us a common formal language to talk about the system and the
UI (assuming we are also using Z as our specification language), but in order
to use this to consider the nature of the composition of system and UI there is
more that needs to be done. We need to extend and combine our Z descriptions
to fully describe all parts of the UI and functionality and explicitly model the
composition within the specification. While this is one possible approach, it is
not necessarily the most useful, or the most intuitive.

Another consideration which arises from consideration of the composition of
the system and UI is that of monotonicity of the refinement. That is we want
to be sure that if we refine just the system, or just the UI, the composition is
similarly refined.

Given these considerations, we are currently looking at modelling the system
and UI as reactive systems using the µ-Charts language. A refinement theory
for µ-Charts has been given in [10] which includes a monotonic refinement for µ-
charts which are in parallel composition with each other. By describing a system
and UI pair as a composed µ-chart we can examine the possibilities of using this
theory as the basis for a monotonic refinement theory for systems and UIs.

6 Conclusion

The purpose of our research is to find ways of integrating existing user-centred
design techniques with a formal software-development process. So far we have
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identified some of the problems associated with this and developed models to
enable us to overcome these problems. We have started to examine issues of
refinement for UIs and systems and are currently extending this work through
the consideration of system and UI composition.
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